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CHAPTER 1
MOTIVATION

Over five decades after the beginning of the human exploration of space, many national
space agencies are looking beyond low-Earth orbit with the ultimate goal of establishing a
human presence on other worlds. To succeed in this, astronauts and scientists must solve new
problems and overcome unfamiliar hazards.
One of these is the radiation environment of space itself. When combined with the long
duration of spaceflight and the lack of atmospheric and geomagnetic shielding, this deep space
radiation becomes a potentially fatal hazard. To date, every astronaut has returned to Earth
relatively unscathed by the effects of radiation (Cucinotta 2001); one reason for this is that with
earth's geomagnetic field, having protection from all but the most dangerous bursts of solar
particles is considered an acceptable risk for such short flights. However, shielding design must
be a consideration for any long-term space mission, when natural protections are minimized. In
very short order, cosmic background radiation becomes a pernicious threat to human safety on
long-range spaceflights.1
In determining what level of risk is acceptable, NASA has adopted the policy of a 3% REID
(Radiation Exposure Induced Death) risk level for every astronaut on any mission (see Chapter 2).
To fulfill this mandate, NASA must simulate the radiation environments of space to estimate the
dose an astronaut will receive. One method uses OLTARIS – the On-Line Tool for the
Assessment of Radiation In Space -- a program developed by NASA at the Langley Research
Center in Hampton, Virginia. The OLTARIS program, accessible through any Internet browser,
takes user-defined boundary conditions and utilizes the radiation transport code HZETRN to
calculate the effects of space radiation on materials and tissues (OLTARIS). To calculate the
equivalent dose to a human body, OLTARIS transports particles from a chosen radiation
environment (e.g., a solar particle event, a historical background radiation profile, or the radiation
profiles of certain planets and moons), through a voxelized human phantom adapted for the
program. The user may elect to shield the phantom with any number of materials, in order to
estimate the effect that shielding may have on total exposure.
Although some scenarios in Low-Earth Orbit, within the protection of the geomagnetic field, have
been sufficiently verified and validated through dosimeters with the astronauts aboard the
International Space Station, other scenarios in OLTARIS have yet to be validated (Wilson 1995).
The HZETRN user manual states on page 31 that
“Ideally, validation should be accomplished with detailed transport data, obtained from carefully
planned and controlled experiments; unfortunately, such data are scarce. ... Although limited
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  If an astronaut traveling to Mars and back (at shortest, a sixth month journey each way), and stays on the surface for
eighteen months, the total exposure would be approximately 1,000 mSv (NASA EP-08). This does not include any
radiation dose from a possible exposure to an SPE during the journey - which would expose the astronaut to as much
equivalent dose in fifteen minutes as over the rest of the entire mission.	
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quantities of HZE dosimetry measurements from manned space missions (e.g., Skylab) are
available, numerous assumptions... must be made to estimate astronaut dose...
Because many of these assumptions may involve inherently great uncertainties (i.e., factors of 2 or
greater), differences in results are difficult to attribute to the particular assumptions or
approximations that may have been used in the analysis. Without definitive GCR transport
measurements with which to compare code predictions, other methods of validation must be
considered. One such method is to compare HZETRN with limited available proton
transport Monte Carlo results.”
In this study, doses calculated through OLTARIS for several exposure scenarios are compared
with similar scenarios created within MCNP6 (Monte Carlo N-Particle, version 6), a wellvalidated probabilistic radiation transport code managed by Los Alamos National Laboratory. As
noted above, the ideal validation for OLTARIS – “detailed transport data obtained from carefully
planned and controlled experiments” (Wilson 1995) – is, for all practical purposes, untenable. In
lieu of the proper in situ experimental data, this paper presents a validation approach using
MCNP6, the first MCNP code capable of transporting exotic particles while simultaneously
handling a voxel phantom.
Because of the fairly simplistic (one-dimensional) treatment of the transport geometry by
OLTARIS, the run time of the program is kept low; this is ideal for engineers who, when
determining the amount of radiation shielding necessary for a mission, might test a dozen or
more iterations of the same vehicle, with only slight optimization adjustments, during the design
process. Since this is only an approximation of reality, the more ``life-like'' three-dimensional
geometry from MCNP6 is desirable when considering verification of these dose calculations;
however, the runtime of MCNP6 is significantly longer than OLTARIS.
This paper seeks to provide a ``sense'' of the accuracy of the OLTARIS calculations, by mimicking
and running very simple OLTARIS scenarios in MCNP6. This benchmarking method, if interpreted
correctly, could allow OLTARIS users to preserve the runtime advantage of OLTARIS without
forsaking all certainty in its results.
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CHAPTER 2
TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

Radiation in Space

Radiation in space comes from many sources, from both inside and outside of the solar
system. In deep space (or free-space) -- i.e., far away from any planetary surfaces,
atmospheres or magnetospheres -- two primary sources of radiation, in addition to the
ubiquitous solar wind, are galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) and energetic solar particle events
(SPEs).2

Figure 2.1 - A depiction of galactic cosmic rays hitting the Earth's atmosphere
(Credit: Simon Swordy, U. Chicago.)
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  Both of these acronyms - GCR and SPE - have dual meanings. GCR sometimes refers to galactic cosmic radiation, and
SPE can also be an acronym for solar proton event. Many authors use these acronyms interchangeably, but this paper
will use the primary extensions – galactic cosmic ray and solar particle event – throughout to avoid any confusion.	
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Galactic Cosmic Rays
Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) are narrow beams of high-energy particles that originate
outside the solar system, but generally from within the Milky Way Galaxy. Their exact source is
still unknown, but there is wide agreement among astronomers that they are emanations from
either active galactic nuclei and/or supernova remnants (Ackermann 2013). They consist almost
entirely of ionized atomic nuclei (about 99%); of these, it is about 90% free protons (1H+1), 9%
alpha particles (4He+2), and the rest high-energy ionized nuclei of elements between lithium
and uranium (HZE ions). The remainder is a trace amount of beta-minus particles (highenergy solitary electrons) and occasionally some anti-matter.
GCRs are characterized by their particles' extremely large kinetic energies. The energy of
an average GCR particle is 0.3 GeV, but particle kinetic energies have been recorded as high as
300 EeV (Bird 95). Due to these high energies, a GCR is a very penetrating radiation particle. Thin
to moderate shielding is effective in reducing radiation dose to humans, but, interestingly, shield
effectiveness will actually drop as thickness increases -- the production of a large number of
secondary products, including neutrons, from nuclear interactions between GCR particles and
shield nuclei yields diminishing returns with each additional layer of shielding (Johnson 1993).
Total GCR flux into the solar system is constant (Figure 2.2), but it is modulated by the
solar activity cycle. During maximum solar activity, the interplanetary solar magnetic field does
not appreciably reduce the number of higher energy GCR particles, but lower energy particle
fluence is significantly curtailed as the strengthened magnetic field acts as a radiation shield for
the inner planets. The intensity of GCRs detected near Earth during solar maximum is attenuated
by a factor of approximately 2.5, compared to GCR intensity at solar minimum (Johnson 1993).

Figure 2.2 - Cosmic Ray Flux vs. Particle Energy
(Credit: Sven Lafebre)
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When a GCR collides with the Earth's atmosphere, the particles interact with molecules in
the upper ozone to produce cascades of lighter particles -- typically neutrons and charged
mesons (like pions and kaons). Some of these mesons subsequently decay into muons, which are
able to reach the Earth's surface. As a result of these secondary cascades, GCRs account for
approximately 16.25% of the world-averaged natural background radiation (UNSCEAR 2008).
The Solar Wind
The solar wind is a constant supply of particles that is released from the Sun in all
directions. It is mostly ionized protons and electrons (Kallenrode 2004), with energies in the range
of 1-10 keV (Fig. 2.5). The energy of particles in the solar wind are much lower than those in
GCRs, but as the solar wind just as ubiquitous it should still be considered an integral part of the
local space radiation environment.
The solar wind has two major components: the slow solar wind and the fast solar wind.
The slow solar wind moves at about 400 km/s, while the fast moves at about 750 km/s (Feldman
2005). The slow solar wind is a denser, more variable particle stream, and closely matches the
composition of the solar corona; conversely, the fast solar wind's composition is closer to that of
the photosphere. While the slow solar wind is thought to originate from the equatorial region of
the Sun (Harra 2008), the fast solar wind is believed to pour from coronal holes, concentrations of
open magnetic field lines that often appear near the Sun's magnetic poles (Marsch 2005) (Suess
1999).

Figure 2.3. A depiction of an SPE interacting with the geomagnetic field of Earth (not to scale)
(Credit: K. Endo, National Geophysical Data Center)
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Solar Particle Events
A solar particle event (SPE) is an ejection of highly energetic particles from the Sun
into the outer solar system. Unlike the omnipresent solar wind, an SPE is typically caused by a
seismic event on the surface of the Sun, such as a coronal mass ejection or a solar flare. The event
accelerates these solar energetic particles (SEPs) to very high speeds. The composition of any
SPE is about 99% free protons, with the rest being alpha particles, trace amounts of ionized highZ nuclei (HZE ions) and other exotic particles (Williams 98). The composition of SPEs is similar to
the composition of the surface of the Sun -- evidence that these particles come from the body of
the star itself, and not the corona.
The kinetic energy of a solar energetic particle (SEP) can vary substantially (usually 1100 MeV), but kinetic energies in excess of 10 GeV have been recorded (Mewaldt 2005) (Shea
1992). Although they are energetic, most SPEs are relatively short-lived, lasting less than one or
two days (Johnson 1993).
While GCRs are a ubiquitous source of radiation, SPEs are intermittent and currently
impossible to predict, occurring without much warning. SPEs are also anisotropic; what
telescopes in one area of the solar system might see may not be seen in another, and what may
affect one part of the solar system may not affect other parts of the solar system evenly or at all.
During periods of maximum solar activity, the frequency and intensity of solar flares -and thus the intensity of SPEs -- increase. Most flares do not present a significant hazard, because
they are either too small to inject significant numbers of energetic solar particles or because they
eject particles to other parts of the solar system, away from Earth. According to JSC, however,
``flares or rapid sequences of large flares that are orders of magnitude greater in intensity than
most flares, are of particular concern for generating very large energetic SPEs. These solar proton
events generally occur only once or twice a solar cycle'' (Johnson 1993).
Other Source of Space Radiation
Although outside the scope of this paper, there are other important sources of radiation
that future astronauts will be exposed to when close to any planetary body. Since the overarching
goal of this research is the protection of human life, and since future research will likely focus on
some or all of these other sources, a brief description of each is warranted.
Albedo Neutrons
Albedo neutrons, as the name suggests, are neutrons that are created by the interaction
of high-energy particles (usually from GCRs) with a planetary surface or its upper atmosphere,
and then scattered back outwards into space. While these neutrons are not significant far from
any celestial bodies, in low planetary orbit they can be a significant dose of radiation.
The albedo neutrons from Earth's atmosphere have been measured since at least the
1960's (Sokolov 1968). The surface of the moon, as well as the surfaces and atmospheres of Mars,
also produce albedo neutrons, so any future planning for missions of permanent settlement on
these bodies will have to include a closer study of the intensities of these particles.
6

	
  

Figure 2.4. The Van Allen belts.
(Credit: ESA)
The Van Allen Belts
The Earth's magnetic field is responsible for the formation of the Van Allen belts – two
bands of plasma radiation surrounding the Earth. The outer belt is dominated by electrons, while
the inner belt is overwhelmingly protons and other ionized nuclei. Since spacecraft leaving
Earth's gravitational well might pass through the Van Allen belts, these are collectively an
important source of radiation to consider for astronauts venturing into deep space (Van Allen
1958).
Similar radiation belts exist around other bodies with active geomagnetic fields
(Bhardwaj 2000). Certainly, any spacecraft entering these fields will be forced to deal with
radiation environments similar to Earth's Van Allen belts.
Manmade Sources
Additional environmental hazards may be present from the use of manmade sources.
These hazards may be in the form of exposure resulting from medical investigations,
radioisotopic power generators, or small sources for experiments. Lunar and Martian missions
may include either nuclear reactors for power or propulsion purposes that will contribute to crew
radiation health concerns.
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Figure 2.5. The integral fluences and strengths of various space radiation sources.
(Credit: Lisa Simonsen, NASA Langley Research Center.)
Terrestrial Protection from Space Radiation
Earth's abundance of complex life forms is indebted to both the planet's active magnetic
core and its thick atmosphere. These natural phenomena actively protect the earth's surface, and
the life forms on and near it, from nearly all cosmic-born radiation.
The Geomagnetic Core
The solar wind is deflected by the earth's magnetic field as it approaches the planet,
reflected around a region called the magnetosphere. Most manned spaceflight missions have
been conducted in low Earth orbit, all within the protection of this magnetosphere. The
geomagnetic field shields crews from large SPEs and a significant portion of GCRs (Johnson
1993). For the LEO missions which have typified the U.S. manned space program, the largest
fraction of the radiation exposure received has resulted from passage through a region known as
the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA), with most of the rest coming from GCRs (Johnson 1993).
Fortunately, no major solar proton events occurred during the Apollo missions, when astronauts
traveled beyond Earth's protection and into possibly lethal situations – this is simply due to
fortune, however, more than any foresight or planning, as SPEs cannot be predicted with
accuracy.
The Upper Atmosphere
Earth's atmosphere provides a shielding thickness of approximately 1,020 g/cm2 - about
two orders of magnitude times than an average aluminum spaceship (the International Space
Station has a thickness of about 10 g/cm2). Coupled with the geomagnetic field, this is one of the
most significant radiation shields that living organisms of Earth have. Only the hardiest
microorganisms can survive unshielded in the vacuum of space (Horneck 1994). The relative
strength of the atmosphere of Earth reemphasizes the magnitude of the task of providing
adequate radiation shielding for humans in deep space.
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Monte Carlo Radiation Transport Codes

Physicists in the early twentieth century attempting to describe radioactive phenomena
quantitatively were overwhelmed by the enormity of the problem. For the first fifty years after
Roentgen, Curie and Bequerel, the computing power necessary to follow the interactions of even
a few hundred particles, much less the millions of particles in an SPE or GCR, was far beyond
feasible for all but the most important problems. It wasn't until the creation of the Manhattan
Project that Stanislaw Ulam, Nick Metropolis, John von Neumann and others produced both a
method of computing these quantum interactions, and a computer powerful enough to run these
calculations - the ENIAC, one of the first electronic computers (Anderson 1986). This nondeterministic method of calculating radiation transport was the so-called ``Monte Carlo method;''
the name itself was homage to the casino in Monaco, where Ulam's uncle loved to gamble
(Metropolis 1987) (Metropolis 1949).
The heart of the Monte Carlo method is the repeated application of probabilistic
phenomena through calculations, using pseudorandom numbers to apply ``chance'' to simulated
stochastic processes, such as particle scattering or radioactive decay. Doing so repeatedly
obtains a numerical result that can accurately model quantum mechanical phenomena, such as
the relativistic collisions of particles in radiation environments.
The number of Monte Carlo transport codes in existence today is too numerous to
exhaustively list every program, and each varies in their utility to a particular subfield of physics.
Codes that receive notable use across a wide number of fields include GEANT, FLUKA, EGSnrc,
PHITS, and MCNP; each has advantages in certain situations and for different users.

EGSnrc
EGSnrc (Electron Gamma Shower from the National Research Council of Canada) is a
Monte Carlo code system evolved from the EGS code, developed at the Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center in the 1970s by Richard Ford and Walter Ralph Nelson for experimental
design. In the 1980s, Dave Rogers of the National Research Council of Canada in Ottawa worked
jointly with Nelson and Hideo Hirayama of KEK in Japan to develop EGSnrc for use in the medical
physics community (Nelson 1985). EGSnrc improved on the accuracy and precision of the
charged particle transport mechanics and the atomic scattering cross-section data used in the
latest EGS code, EGS4 (Kawrakow 2000). Today, EGSnrc is referenced in around 30% of all Monte
Carlo related publications in the leading journals Medical Physics and Physics in Medicine and
Biology, and is used extensively by medical physicists (CA-NRC).
EGSnrc transports electrons, photons and positrons through material, with particle
energies ranging from 1 keV to 10 GeV, and uses a C++ geometry library to define its
environments and particle sources (CA-NRC). Although a well-benchmarked and reliable code for
use in medical physics applications, the narrow range of particles makes modeling the exotic
space radiation environment impossible.
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FLUKA
FLUKA (FLUktuierende KAskade) is a Monte Carlo software sponsored and copyrighted
by the INFN (Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, or National Institute for Nuclear Physics) and
CERN (the European Organization for Nuclear Research, originally the Conseil Européen pour la
Recherche Nucléaire). The origin of FLUKA is around 1962-1967, when Johannes Ranft of CERN
wrote the first high-energy Monte Carlo transport codes to simulate hadron cascades. FLUKA is
developed using the FORTRAN language, and is currently around 400,000 lines of base code.
It is accepted that three different generation of "FLUKA" codes can be distinguished by
their main authors, from the early 1960's and 70's code (J. Ranft and J. Routti), to that of the
1980's (P. Aarnio, A. Fassò, H.-J. Moehring, J. Ranft, G.R. Stevenson), to the modern version of
FLUKA (A. Fassò, A. Ferrari, J. Ranft and P.R. Sala) (FLUKA). While the named has not changed
with successive version releases like other Monte Carlo codes (e.g. EGS, GEANT, MCNP), each
code generation is considered entirely distinct and improved upon the previous version.
FLUKA has many applications in particle physics, high energy experimental physics and
engineering, shielding, detector and telescope design, cosmic ray studies, dosimetry, medical
physics, and radiobiology. FLUKA software code is used by Epcard, which is a software program
for simulating radiation exposure on airline flights. (Davis 2008). In general, FLUKA is called upon
to handle high energy particle interactions: it transports photons, electrons, neutrinos, muons
and hadrons - 63 particle types in all, plus a large number of heavy ions - at energies up to 20
TeV, well within the range of the space radiation environment. Its minimum energy cutoff is
around 20 MeV for neutrons, after which a table of cross-sections is used (FLUKA).
PHITS
PHITS (Particle and Heavy Ion Transport System) is a general purpose Monte Carlo particle
transport simulation code developed by numerous institutions, including JAEA, RIST, and KEK. It
can deal with the transport of all particles (including hadrons, leptons and heavy ions) over wide
energy ranges, using several nuclear reaction models and nuclear data libraries (PHITS).
GEANT4
GEANT4 is a toolkit for the simulation of the passage of particles through matter
(GEANT). Its areas of application include high energy, nuclear and accelerator physics, as well as
studies in medical and space science (Agostinelli 2003). GEANT4 can transport neutrons, protons,
muons and pions from 250 eV up to 1 TeV (Allison 2006).
MCNP6
Monte Carlo N-Particle, or MCNP, is the descendant of the very first Monte Carlo code
programmed by Stanislaw Ulam, John von Neumann and Nicholas Metropolis at Los Alamos
during the Manhattan Project, when they were investigating neutron transport. In 1947, Enrico
Fermi developed a computer, called FERMIAC, to track neutrons through a material via the
Monte Carlo method. Over the next couple of decades, a number of independent Monte Carlo
codes appeared, with acronyms like MCN (neutrons), MCS, MCP, and MCG (gammas). In 1977,
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MCG and MCN were combined, and the first ``MCNP'' code – Monte Carlo Neutron-Photon –
was created (MCNP6-1-0).
The meaning of MCNP changed from ``neutron photon'' to ``N-particle'' when electron
transport was introduced to and merged with the existing MCNP program in 1990. By 1996, many
more particles had been added, and a patch was made to add the LAHET code to MCNP4B,
dubbed the ``Many-Particle MCNP Patch.'' This multi-particle code gained wide acceptance and
additional sponsors, so much so that it began to grow as its own distinct code: MCNPX.
Meanwhile, drastic upgrades and changes to the MCNP4C code to take advantage of parallel
computing and Fortran 90 flexibility resulted in a new generation of MCNP: MCNP5. This code
was incompatible with MCNPX, however, and the two codes continued to diverge until
recombination efforts by Los Alamos National Laboratory in July 2006. The full release of MCNP6
- the successor to both MCNP5 and MCNPX - occurred nearly a decade later, in 2013 (MCNP6
Beta 2 Manual).
For the purposes of transporting high-energy particles, specifically exotic deep space
particles, both the computing capabilities of MCNP5 and the particle transport abilities of
MCNPX are needed. For the first time under MCNP6, space radiation can be reasonably
modeled in the MCNP environment; and while improvements will continue to be made, the
statistical validity of the code is as robust as either MCNP5 or MCNPX, and fully capable of use in
estimating space radiation doses.
To use MCNP6, the user creates an input file (called the ``input deck'') that is read by
MCNP6. The file contains information about the problem, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

a description of the situation's geometry;
a description of the situation's materials and cross sections;
the location and characteristics of the particle source(s);
the types of answers, or tallies, desired; and
any variance reduction techniques used to improve efficiency.

A more thorough treatment of MCNP6's input deck is given in Chapter 3 of this paper.
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Computational Human Phantoms

Even as the initial Monte Carlo methods were developed and particle transport through
basic materials became better understood, a need for more complex calculations became
apparent: particle transport through the human body itself, and the modeling of the
radiobiological damage in the cells of the body.
The ICRP Sphere

Figure 2.6. An example ICRP 60-inspired ``moderator sphere''.
(Credit: Berthold)
The very first human models (``phantoms'') were anything but human shaped; they were
simple spheres, with approximately the same density and isotopic composition as human tissue.
In the creation of universal regulations for radiation protection, approximating the human body
was not feasible or even necessary; because the variance between individuals is (1) too varied to
easily model, and yet (2) not varied enough to change the fundamental principles of radiation
biophysics, a simple ``standard candle'' would be a sufficient starting point for regulatory cases.
When monitoring doses across locations, populations and time, this (reproducible) standard is
ideal for uniform area monitoring and evaluation.
For determining all operational quantities for area monitoring, the International
Commission on Radiological Protection has adopted just such a simple phantom: the ICRP
sphere is a sphere of diameter 30 cm, with tissue-equivalent density (1 g/cm3) and mass
composition (76.2% oxygen, 11.1% carbon, 10.1% hydrogen and 2.6% nitrogen). This simple
model approximates the human body well, both in terms of composition and in scattering
properties, for basic monitoring needs. For dosimetry calculations, however, more than a sphere
is needed: creating a human-shaped phantom (approximately) was the next natural step (ICRP
60).
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The Cristy-Eckerman Series

Figure 2.7. The Cristy-Eckerman phantoms.
(Credit: Cristy 1987)
Moving beyond simple spheres, Cristy and Eckerman published a report from Oak Ridge
National Laboratory in 1987 on their development of an entire ``family'' of human phantoms: a
newborn, a 1-year-old, a 5-year-old, a 10-year-old, a 15-year-old/``Adult Female'', and an adult
male (Fig. 2.7). These were simple cylindrical and conical shapes, but the represented an
important step in the development of human phantoms. For the first time, phantoms attempted
to recognize the anatomical differences between people at different ages, as well as different
genders. Although there were some irregularities with the Cristy-Eckerman series of phantoms -e.g., the organs were still vaguely ``ovular'', and the 15-year-old and adult ``males'' had full
breasts alongside male anatomical parts for female organ calculations -- they were an important
step on the road to image-based phantoms.
Another important and complementary step to Cristy and Eckerman's work was taken
eight years later by Michael Stabin and colleagues at Oak Ridge in 1995; the development of an
actual female phantom (not merely a hermaphroditic combination of parts placed on the male
phantom), and phantoms for pregnant women at the end each trimester of fetal development
(Stabin 1995) (RADAR). This development allowed for calculations of radiation dose not only to
the mother, but to the fetus itself. Since the occupational limits for declared pregnant women
had been significantly altered since the 1982 United Auto Workers vs. Johnson Controls Supreme
Court case, this was a long-awaited model development, and completed the set of phantoms
needed for occupational dosimetry calculations (Dewerd 2014).
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Image-Based Phantoms

Figure 2.8. The CALDose FAX phantom, with organs and skeletons exposed.
(Credit: Kramer 2004)
As computers increased in processing power throughout the late twentieth and early
twenty-first century, more and more complex phantoms became available for the computation of
dose and equivalent dose in transported radiation environments. Similar advances in medical
technology allowed for then-unprecedented high-resolution imaging of the human body. Prime
examples of image-based phantoms produced during this time are the MAX05 and FAX05
phantoms from the CALDose team in Recife, Brazil. Each phantom was created from dozens of
CT scans on both male and female cadavers, which were processed into a voxelized
representation of the body with distance organ identities (Kramer 2006).
Recent advances in imaging techniques and 3D software development have allowed for
even more improvements upon these image-based models, leading to the release by the
CALDose team a completely new phantom set in 2011 (Kramer 2010) (see MASH & FASH,
Chapter 3). As the trend towards higher and higher resolution voxel phantoms continue, the
accuracy and individualization of human phantom dosimetry should also be expected to rise. As
this occurs, regulations that govern dose limits should be expected to evolve as well, as they
have since the beginning of the atomic era.
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Radiation Dose Limits

Radiation can cause permanent damage in both biological and electronic systems -- this
much is known. On Earth, humans, other life forms, and electronic systems are all protected by
the geomagnetic field emanating from the planet's molten metal core, which deflects much of
the radiation emanating from the Sun (the ``solar wind'' and the more energetic solar particle
events, caused by coronal mass ejections) and from other locations beyond the solar system.
ICRP 103, which was published in 2007 to update the recommendations from the 1990
release, states that “exceptional cases of cosmic radiation exposures, such as exposure in space
travel... should be dealt with separately from the conventional approach of occupational
exposure” (Boettlicher 2008). Because of the high levels of radiation and the many other inherent
dangers of space, astronauts are correctly considered distinct from other civilians who work in
radiation environments. This distinction is unique; for all other radiation workers, the exposure
limit is set not by their employer (NASA) but the federal government, through the arm of the
office of Nuclear Regulatory Commission and, previously, the Atomic Energy Commission.
Radiation Dose Limits for NASA Astronauts
Early in NASA's history, radiation was recognized as a hazard to humans traveling into
orbit, and crew exposures have been monitored since the Mercury program. Astronauts have
been classified as radiation workers by the U.S. government; as such, since Executive Order
12196 (1980), a program is required by OSHA and the NRC for to help reduce astronaut exposure
to radiation. Since OSHA does not have standards for spaceflight procedures, NASA is allowed
to create parallel regulations if the existing regulations are thought to be too limiting or
inappropriate.
The applicable regulations are 29 CFR 1910.96, and NASA has considered these to be, in
most cases, too restrictive. Therefore, NASA has sought (and received) permission to create their
own standards, which follow six principles (Johnson 1993):
•
•
•
•
•
•

that their standards' use applies to a limited population
that they maintain detailed flight crew exposure records
that they plan pre-flight hazard assessment/appraisal
that they are active in making planned exposures be kept As Low As Reasonably
Achievable (ALARA)
that they maintain operational procedures and flight rules to minimize the chance of
excessive exposure, and
that man-made onboard radiation exposure complies with 29 CFR 1910.96, except where
the mission/objectives cannot be accomplished otherwise.

NASA adopted the recommendations within NCRP 89, ``Guidance on Radiation Received in
Space Activities,'' giving the basis for their alternate exposure standards, and also in conjunction
with ICRP 123 (Dietze 2013). According to Johnson Space Center (Johnson 1993),
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``Whereas monthly and annual limits primarily exist to prevent the short term physiological effects
of exposure, career limits exist to contain radiation risk within a 3% increased lifetime cancer
mortality.''
This requirement is known as 3% REID, or “3% Radiation Exposure Induced
Death.” The justification for this is the use of comparative risks; the average lifetime risk of
accidental death in occupations such as construction, agriculture, and other blue collar jobs lies
somewhere between 1.5% and 3%. Other high-risk occupations, like test pilots, exceed 10% in
some cases (NCRP 132). In context, NASA's radiation limit is almost conservative (although, of
course, there are many other ways that astronauts could experience accidental death).
Former NASA Astronaut Career Limits, by Age and Sex, 1989-2000
AGE
SEX
25
35
45
55
Male
1.50 Sv
2.50 Sv
3.25 Sv
4.00 Sv
Female
1.00 Sv
1.75 Sv
2.50 Sv
3.00 Sv
Table 2.1. Former NASA Career Exposure Limits, 1989-2000
Current NASA Astronaut Career Limits, by Age and Sex, 2000—
AGE
SEX
25
35
45
55
Male
0.7 Sv
1.0 Sv
1.5 Sv
3 Sv
Female
0.4 Sv
0.6 Sv
0.9 Sv
1.7 Sv
Table 2.2. Current NASA Career Exposure Limits, 2000-Present
However, initial recommendations from the NCRP evaluation of new atomic bomb
survivor data suggested that even lower career limits for astronauts would be needed to maintain
3% REID (Johnson 1993). In 2000, the NCRP released NCRP Report 132, which superseded the
data in NCRP 89 and gave new guidelines for astronaut exposure limits (Table 2). New
recommendations require a limit of 50 mSv/year, with a cumulative limit of (age x 10 mSv) after
age 18, resulting in an estimated average maximum lifetime risk of fatal cancer of approximately
three percent (NCRP 132).
Research Motivation
The motivation for this research, then, is clear. NASA's mandate to protect humans
partaking in spaceflight, whether in orbit or beyond to deep space, is at the heart of radiation
protection research like this paper.
OLTARIS must have quantifiable uncertainties for its calculations; as engineers looks to
quickly test, refine, and optimize their space vehicles, knowing the uncertainties is a necessity for
thoughtful and educated design refinement. The first steps for providing this design ``safety net''
in the analysis of OLTARIS results are described in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS

The duplication of six scenarios found in OLTARIS, recreated as faithfully as possible
within the confines of the MCNP6 code, is the goal of this research.
The motivation for this is found on page 2 of the OLTARIS user manual – ``The answers
that [OLTARIS] give[s] need to be accurate, characterized by an uncertainty, and reproducible...
[with] verification, and validation'' (OLTARIS). Although there is little reason to expect calculations
from OLTARIS vary wildly from reality, OLTARIS currently does not provide errors analyses or
uncertainties to the user along with its final product. MCNP6, however, has robust statistical
analyses that can provide a sense of certainty to the calculations, through converted OLTARIS
code. Although this is not the original OLTARIS code, a faithful (or near-faithful) recreation in a
well-validated code like MCNP6 could provide a basis for expected uncertainty levels in the
original OLTARIS calculations; and future, more complex scenarios than those tested here will
follow a similar process to discover the uncertainties in those calculations.
There are a number of challenges involved in such a conversion, however; they are
outlined below, after a brief overview of each program.

OLTARIS

OLTARIS -- The On-Line Tool for the Assessment of Radiation In Space -- is the
successor to the SIREST program developed in the early 2000's by NASA. Deployed in 2008 and
supported at NASA Langley Research Center (NASA LaRC), OLTARIS is a Web-based program
that allows engineers and scientists to assess the effects of space radiation environments on
humans and electronics while inside spacecraft, spacesuits, habitats, and rovers (OLTARIS).
OLTARIS' architecture divides neatly into two parts: the website interface and the
execution environment.
The website (https://oltaris.nasa.gov/) is where users interact with OLTARIS, and where
they choose mission parameters, define shielding geometry and material thickness distributions,
and receive the outputs of the response functions. The website is built with a combination of
open source (Ruby on Rails core, MySQL database, Apache server) and licensed (Adobe Flash)
components.
The execution environment is where all OLTARIS computations are performed. This is
hosted on a computer cluster at NASA LaRC, and is ``primarily FORTRAN executables, tied
together with some Perl and Ruby scripts.'' Data is passed between the web server and the
cluster using XML files. Jobs are managed with the open-source Sun Grid Engine (SGE).
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There are five elements a user must define in order for OLTARIS to perform any
computation: (1) the radiation environment the code must transport, (2) the material
properties of the object being analyzed by the program, (3) the geometry of the object, (4) the
method of radiation transport, and (5) the desired response functions (outputs) that the user
wishes to have output to the web interface. Each of these elements has one or more
corresponding modules in the OLTARIS program schematic.
Radiation Environment
As of March 2015, the user chooses from eight pre-defined external radiation
environments (Fig. 3.1). Each of these radiation environments are modular combinations of GCR,
SPE, trapped electrons within a geomagnetic field, trapped protons within a geomagnetic field,
and/or albedo neutrons from any nearby atmosphere (OLTARIS).
Two environments are of special interest to this paper – GCR, Free-Space, 1 AU and
SPE, Free-Space, 1 AU. Both of these environments are analogous to deep space, and they
are described in more detail below.

Figure 3.1. Environment Definitions in OLTARIS
(Credit: OLTARIS)
GCR Environments
This GCR environment is based on balloon- and satellite-measured energy spectra from
1954 to 1992 and measurements from the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) satellite from
1997 to 2002 that has fitted with the stationary Fokker-Planck equation.3
This fit solves the diffusion, convection, and energy loss boundary value problem, and
obtains an estimate of an appropriate ``diffusion coefficient.'' These coefficients are seen to
fluctuate on a 22-year period, correlating with the solar minima and maxima. For periods situated
in between available data, the correlation of this diffusion coefficient with the Climax Neutron
Monitor4 data allows an estimation of the diffusion coefficient for these intermediary times.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3	
  The Fokker–Planck equation is a partial differential equation that describes the time evolution of the probability density
function of the velocity of a particle under the influence of drag forces and random forces, as in Brownian motion.	
  
4	
  An experiment out of Climax, Colorado that measures space neutron fluxes.	
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The end result of this environment's implementation is a single value of the deceleration
parameter, which describes the level of solar cycle modulation and determines the GCR
differential energy spectrum for elements from hydrogen to nickel at any given radial distance
from the sun (OLTARIS) (Badhwar 1994). There are currently eleven preset scenarios available for
user selections:

Table 3.1. Deceleration Parameters for Preset OLTARIS GCR Scenarios
The output of the external environment module has units of either spectral flux or
spectral fluence (flux/fluence, with respect to particle energy) – particles/(cm2-time-AMeV) –
depending on the environment chosen. For GCR and Earth Orbit (EO) environments, time is
given in days and renders a flux output. This boundary condition defines the units used in the rest
of the OLTARIS processes.
SPE Environments
The historical SPE events in OLTARIS are calculated using differential formulas. The
output of the external environment module has units of either spectral flux or spectral fluence
(flux/fluence, with respect to particle energy) – particles/(cm2-time-AMeV) -- depending on the
environment chosen. For SPE environments, time is measured in events, rendering a fluence
output. This boundary condition defines the units used in the rest of the OLTARIS processes.
Once the particles' spectra have been defined on the external boundary of the
spacecraft through the environment module, transport through bulk matter is initiated.
Other Environments
The Earth Orbit (EO) environment includes trapped protons, albedo neutrons and a
modulated GCR environment. The EO trajectory can be circular, based on altitude, inclination
and date, or user-uploaded. If the user inputs a custom trajectory, OLTARIS can compute
responses averaged over the entire trajectory or at each point along the trajectory (Sandridge
3056).
Any Lunar Surface environment includes the neutron albedo for both interpolationbased and ray-by-ray transport (Sandridge 3056).
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Any Mars Surface environment includes both atmospheric and albedo effects. The
MARS-Gram 2001 model is used for the atmosphere, whose thickness varies with surface
elevation and ray-direction with respect to the horizon. The Mars surface environments are run
only for thickness distributions using ray-by-ray transport, where the appropriate amount of
atmosphere and surface regolith are automatically added to the user-provided thickness
distributions (Sandridge 3056).
The Europa environment is the design reference environment for the joint NASA/ESA
unmanned mission ``EJSM/Laplace.'' The radiation environment consists of trapped electrons,
omnidirectional trapped protons, and trapped heavy ions (OLTARIS).
Material Properties
OLTARIS supports aluminum, polyethylene, and tissue as default materials within a
vehicle (OLTARIS). However, capabilities have been added in the last few years for the user to
define their own material databases, define multi-layered slabs and spheres with any number of
materials, and to upload ray-traced thickness distributions with any number of materials5
(Sandridge 2008). Therefore, any number of configurations is theoretically available, and threedimensional geometry can be partially recreated through careful choice of material distributions.6
However, OLTARIS does not allow for ``empty space'' – there can be no empty vacuum for
particles to be transported through, making 3-D geometry where there is space between
materials a challenge to recreate in the 1-D code!
The cross-sectional database module determines how particles transport through a
material. OLTARIS uses NUCFRG2 - ``a classical, geometric model based on the abrasion ablation concept, whereby a piece of the incoming projectile nucleus is sheared off (abraded) by
collision with the target'' (OLTARIS). The model is geometric in the sense that it treats the
projectile and target nuclei as colliding spherical objects; it is classical in the sense that it
neglects any quantum mechanical effects and includes no information about the shell structure of
either nuclei. This produces many weaknesses and approximations in the code output, which
cannot be easily approximated in a general manner.7
Geometry
The geometry of an OLTARIS input can be defined in three separate ways: via a slab definition, a
sphere definition, or a thickness distribution.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
5	
  As will be mentioned, human phantoms like MAX and FAX take advantage of this feature.	
  
6	
  E.g., a 1cm Aluminum thickness atop a 20 cm air thickness is approximately equivalent in one dimension to a 1 cm
aluminum ``sphere'' 20 cm from the center of an air-filled sphere!	
  
7	
  One weakness with NUCFRG2 is its inability to account for the so-called ``odd-even effect'' (OLTARIS) – cross sections
for fragments with an even number of nucleons are consistently larger than those of fragments with an odd number of
nucleons -- a phenomenon related to the nuclear pairing interaction, a quantum mechanical effect.	
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Slab Definition
The slab computation transports particles from the chosen boundary condition, through
any user defined materials and thicknesses, and generates fluxes/fluences at material interfaces
and at the end boundary/target (OLTARIS).
Sphere Definition
The sphere computation transports particles from the chosen boundary condition
through a one-dimension section of a ``sphere'' of a specified material and thickness -essentially, it places the sphere's material(s) atop any inside phantom or material, and transports
particles through the outermost layer first. OLTARIS' geometry has been updated to include userdefined spherical shells; these can include any number of materials, with any thicknesses, and in
any order.
If calculating effective dose as a response function, an orientation-averaged phantom is
used in order to reduce asymmetric biases coming from the position of the phantom inside the
sphere (Sandridge 3056).
Thickness Distribution
The computation for the case of a thickness distribution is a series of transport runs
for an array of depths for each material that the user needs (OLTARIS). The purpose of this
geometry is to provide a custom-shaped shielding distribution, and to help more accurately
model shielding that cannot easily be broken down into one-dimensional arrays. This is the
shielding that this research used, since the provided aluminum spheres in this section are some
of the simplest geometries available to OLTARIS.
Transport
OLTARIS uses HZETRN (HZE TRaNsport) as the engine of its radiation transport code.
HZETRN uses a straight-ahead (1-D) approximation along a ``ray'', the goal of which being the
speed of the calculation afforded by such an approximation. For rays along which particles are
propagated through three materials or less, the thickness distribution is calculated by computing
``flux vs. depth'' for varying thicknesses, creating an interpolation table to enable fast calculations
along each ray, and afterwards integrating all responses along all rays to determine the total
response for the system. This ignores certain scattering particles and other minor
approximations, which are assumed to be minimal when so few materials are being used.
Thickness distributions with more than three materials, however, use a ``ray-by-ray'' process, in
which a full transport with bi-directional neutrons is performed for each ray in the distribution,
rather than an interpolation table (Sandridge 3056). In the case of slab and spherical geometries,
an addition of a coupled bi-directional neutron is included to increase the accuracy of the
response, while not substantially decreasing its run-time.
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Response Functions
The type of ``response'' (output) calculated by HZETRN is dependent wholly on the user's
choice - OLTARIS does not compute any output not explicitly requested be the user on the web
interface of the program. OLTARIS is currently focused on human responses to radiation
(Sandridge 3056), and include dose, dose equivalent, effective dose equivalent, Linear Energy
Transfer (LET), and TLD-100/TEPC instrument readings, which are currently used for validation of
the OLTARIS code.
The response is calculated with the result of the transport module (a flux or fluence,
depending on the environment chosen). For thickness distribution geometries, the total quantity
of radiation at a target point is found by integrating over all rays, each of which has its own
``[response function] vs. depth'' curve calculated during transport.8
In the case of effective dose equivalent, the user can choose one of four body phantoms
(see next section), which is then added to their thickness distribution when computing the
response. The processing for calculating dose equivalent at a single target point is repeated for
each organ, and a weighted average of these values is taken (the weights are decided by ICRP60
quality factors, defined in Table 2.4). For the whole body effective dose equivalent calculation,
each weighted effective dose equivalent is summed according to ICRP60 guidelines.
After the response functions have been calculated, an E-mail alerts the user that the
results are available for viewing in the user’s account.
Human Phantoms in OLTARIS
If the user selects an effective dose equivalent response function, the user must also choose a
human phantom supported by OLTARIS on which these calculations can be made. There are
currently four available phantoms: CAM, CAF, MAX05, and FAX05.
CAM and CAF

The CAM (Computerized Anatomical Male) and CAF (Computerized Anatomical
Female) models in OLTARIS are human phantoms created by Billing and Yucker in 1973 (Billing
1973). For this paper, CAM and CAF are to be omitted from any analysis for two reasons. First,
they are lacking the ability to calculate organ equivalent doses for spongiosa bone, the retina (or
any part of the eye), the small intestine, and the trachea. Second, MAX05 and FAX05 are more
easily compared to the human phantoms found in MCNP6, for reasons described below.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
8	
  The selection of the thickness intervals in this curve is dependent on the boundary condition, and not user selectable as
of March 2015.	
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MAX05 and FAX05
The MAX (Male Adult voXel) and FAX (Female Adult voXel) human phantoms were
created by the CalDose team in Recife, Brazil in 2005. MAX and FAX have the ability to calculate
dose equivalent for 27 organs. They also calculate whole body effective dose equivalent using
the ICRP60 values, and the additional ``remainder organ'' values listed in Table 4 (OLTARIS).

Table 3.2. ICRP60 Quality Factors As Divided in MAX and FAX
For both MAX and FAX, the ``colon'' is the colon (quality factor 0.12) plus the large
intestine (quality factor 0.05/9 and 0.05/10, respectively). The ``remainder'' quality factor from
ICRP 60 is spread evenly across nine organs in MAX, and ten organs in FAX. And while the organ
averaged dose equivalent is calculated for several organs (such as the lens of the eye, the heart,
and the trachea), these organs are not used in the calculation of the whole body effective dose
equivalent.
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MCNP6

MCNP6 (Monte Carlo N-Particle, version 6) and its legacy codes are descended from
the ENIAC machine, created by Metropolis and Ulm during the Manhattan Project (Metropolis
1949). The latest iteration of this code - MCNP6.1.1, released in 2011 (hereafter, simply ``MCNP6'')
- is a combination of MCNP5 and MCNPX. MCNP6 marks the first production version of a Monte
Carlo code that can perform complex calculations on a voxelized human phantom (see MASH &
FASH, below) with the needed resolution (voxels are 1.2 cubic millimeters in size) and have the
capacity to transport the required exotic particles found in deep space.
The Input Deck
The heart of MCNP6 is the input deck - the base text code written by the user that sets
up the scenario and all relevant factors for calculation by MCNP6. There are effectively infinite
input decks that can be created, and any interested parties should consult the MCNP User's
Manual for a full listing of the capabilities of this program. This overview will only cover the cards
and commands used in the creation of the OLTARIS-like scenarios run for this paper. The
important input deck sections (called ``cards'') include the cell card; the surface card; and other
data cards like the physics card, particles card, materials card, source card, and any tally cards.
Cells, Surfaces, and Universes
Perhaps the most important and complex aspect of MCNP6 is the defining the geometry
of the problem to be studied by the user. MCNP6 accomplishes this through the use of cells,
surfaces, and universes.
Cells
Cells are three-dimensional volumes of essentially any size, bounded by surfaces
specified in the card after this. The cell card must be the first entry on the input deck after the
required problem title card, and each distinct cell must be defined here (MCNP Manual, p.23).
Each unique cell is assigned a unique cell number (e.g., "9999"), and usually a cell material
number matching a material number on the Materials card – both numbers not exceeding eight
digits in length. Next is the cell material density number; a positive number here is interpreted as
an atomic density (units of 1024 atoms/cm3), while a negative entry is interpreted as a mass density
(units of grams/cm3). Following these two identifiers and density specification, a collection of cells
with materials have been created with no specific location; the geometry of the cell is then
needing to be defined, to place these cells in the proper configuration.
Surfaces
Surfaces are two-dimensional mathematical entities, used to define the edges of cells
and the origin of radiation sources (MCNP Manual p.23). The most common surfaces used are
planes and spheres.
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To define these surfaces, the first entry on the surface card is the surface number, for
identification purposes (similar to the cell number, it must not exceed eight digits). The second
entry is an alphabetic surface mnemonic indicating the surface type (e.g., a YZ plane). Following
the surface mnemonic are the numerical coefficients of the equation of the surface, in the order
listed below:

So for the planes (PX, PY, and PZ), D is the value of the point where the plane crosses the
specified axis (e.g., ``1 PX -3'' would be a plane, with surface number 1, located at x = -3). Some
clever manipulation could defined a cube, say, of side length 6, using six surfaces, like so:

This method was used to create a voxel – a three-dimensional bit that is essential for
incorporating a voxelized human phantom like MASH or FASH.
Universes
To create an environment capable of holding a voxelized human phantom like MASH or
FASH, a relatively new feature of the MCNP code -- lattices and universes -- was utilized in the
input deck. Universes can be thought of as a lattice of cells, or a large cell subdivided into many
cells (MCNP Manual p.87). The advantage of a universe over multiple cells is the ability to
manipulate a number of distinct cells all at once, rather than individually.
The Human Phantoms - MASH & FASH
MASH (the Male Adult meSH phantom) and FASH (the Female Adult meSH phantom)
are two human phantoms – computerized computational models of a male and female body created by the CALDose team of Department of Nuclear Energy at the Federal University of
Pernambuco in Recife, Brazil (Kramer 2010). MASH and FASH are the result of years of work
improving on the previous CALDose phantoms MAX and FAX, which are two of the phantoms
currently supported by OLTARIS. They were developed using 3D animation software to replace
the image-based FAX06 and the MAX06 voxel phantoms.
In the case of integrating MASH and FASH into the MCNP6 architecture, treating each
phantom as a universe within MCNP6 allows one to move the phantom within the space of
MCNP6 all together, rather than voxel by voxel. This makes orienting the phantom within the
MCNP6 geometry much simpler, and allows for quick referencing of the phantom rather than
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individual cells and materials. In total, 122 cells were defined in MASH, each with its own material
ID and density (see Appendix A). Together with the materials defined in the following sections,
an entire ICRP-110 compliant human voxel phantom was successfully encoded into MCNP6.
Surrounding the phantom, an aluminum spherical surface was placed 500 cm away from
the center of mass of the phantom, and given a thickness of either 20 g/cm2 or 0.4 g/cm2,
depending on the replicated OLTARIS scenario. Outside of this sphere, a second ``source
sphere'' was placed at 510 cm, from which the transported source particles (GCR or SPE) would
flow.
The CEM and LAQGSM Event Generators
Handing all ion interactions are the Cascade-Exciton Model (CEM) and the Los Alamos
Quark Gluon String Model (LAQGSM).
CEM
For these simulations, CEM is used to transport light particles like the carbon nuclei and
below of low-to-intermediate energies (less than 1 GeV). It calculates nuclear reactions induced
by neutrons, protons, pions, and photons (Mashnik 2008). It recreates these reactions in four
steps:
•
•
•
•

The Intranuclear Cascade (INC) Mechanism Stage
The Coaslescence Model Stage
The Pre-Equilibrium Stage (or Fermi Breakup Model Stage)
The Equilibrium Evaporation/Fission Stage

The INC Mechanism Stage assumes that intra-nuclear cascades caused by source
particles ``are a series of successive quasi-free collisions of the fast primary particle with the
individual nucleons of the nucleus'' (Mashnik 2008). It is a calculation carried out in three
dimensions, where the target nucleus is divided into seven zones of concentric spherical shells;
over each zone, the nuclear density is assumed to be constant. The energy of the target nucleus
is determined with the perfect Fermi-gas approximation; the nucleus's effective real potential is
added to the kinetic energy of the projectile when considering the total energy of the system
(because of the effect on the collisions by nearby nucleons); and the Pauli exclusion principle is
also taken into account. This last influence excludes a number of possible collisions, ``effectively
increas[ing] the mean free path of the cascade particles inside the target [object].'' The nuclear
cross sections of all of these collisions are approximated through an extrapolation of
experimental data, available since 2008 (Mashnik 2008).
The Coalescence Model Stage begins once the cascade stage has completed. In this
stage, high-energy deuterium, tritium, 3He and alpha particles are created around the cascade
particles, with momenta determined via parameters influenced by their mass and the cascade
particle's initial momentum. If the mass number is greater than 13, the code moves onto the PreEquilibrium Stage; if the mass number is less than 13, the Fermi breakup model (produced by Dr.
Barashnikov in Dubna, Russia) is used.
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In the Pre-Equilibrium Stage, all possible nuclear transitions are taken into account, as
well as all possible multiple subsequent emissions of neutrons, proton, deuterium, tritium, 3He
and alpha particles. These transitions and their probabilities are then taken into account and
solved via the Monte Carlo method.
In the Equilibrium Evaporation/Fission Stage, the code calculates the probability of
the evaporation of nucleons, complex particles and light fragments heavier than 4He, up to 28Mg,
in the target nucleus (Mashnik 2008) (evaporation meaning, in this case, the extreme excitation of
the target nucleus and the subsequent separation of nuclear particles from the atom (Lopez
2000)). If a charged particle is selected for evaporation, it does so; if a neutron is selected for
evaporation, the probability of fission is calculated and the program chooses either evaporation
or fission based on this probability. If fission is chosen, the mass, charge, and energy distribution
of fission fragments is simulated using extrapolations of available experimental data. Users can
choose to transport all 66 nucleons in this stage, or, to save computing time, only the lightest six
mentioned in the pre-equilibrium stage. Either way, all remaining particles are transported to
their chain's ultimate end, and the process begins again for the next source particle.
LAQGSM
The basic mechanics of LAQGSM are very similar to the mechanisms described above for
CEM. The major difference in the two event generators is the energy level at which the particles
are created. CEM describes interactions of particles below about 1 GeV; however, it does not
take into account something called the ``trawling effect,'' in which ultra high-energy particles in a
cascade will deplete the target nucleons in the system (Mashnik 2008). For these high energies
where the effect is significant, LAQGSM is better than CEM for approximating the reactions
taking place on the subatomic scale.
Validation of CEM and LAQGSM
Due to the integral nature of this part of MCNP6, CEM and LAQGSM should be expected to
have a high level of validation and verification; and indeed, this is so. These event generators
have been compared to experimental data ranging from ~10 MeV per nucleon, up to ~1 TeV per
nucleon (orders of magnitude above the highest expected energy of a GCR particle) (Mashnik
2008). Therefore, it is safe to assume that for most particle energies involved in this simulation,
CEM and LAQGSM are more than accurate enough to provide valid estimates of space radiation
dose.
Particles Transported In MCNP6
Because of the combination of MCNPX with MCNP5, MCNP6 is now able to transport a
number of exotic particles found only in high-energy accelerators and space radiation
environments. The full list of particles transported by MCNP6, with their MCNP6 particle symbols
bracketed, are in Table 2.5.
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Table 3.3. Particles Transported By MCNP6
Since OLTARIS only transports neutrons, protons, deuterons, tritons, helions, alpha
particles, and some heavy ions (3>Z>100), the OLTARIS scenarios recreated in MCNP6 only
transport those same particles.
The Materials Card
The materials card has the format
[Mm] [ZAID1] [fraction1] [ZAID2] [fraction2]...
Where m is a material ID number less than five digits, ZAID is the nuclide identification
number, and fraction is the fraction of the material that is the nuclide previously identified.
The nuclide identification number has, omitting extraneous tags, the form ZZZAAA.
ZZZ is the element or nuclide's atomic number, and AAA is the element or nuclide's mass
number (Goorley 2012). For naturally occurring elements, AAA=000. The nuclide fraction can
be stated in two ways: as a weight fraction or as an atomic fraction. If the fraction is entered with
a negative number, it is a weight fraction; if it is entered as a positive number, it is an atomic
fraction.
For this run, a total of 86 materials were defined (see Appendix A for the full list). The
majority of these were created from the definitions and mass densities provided in ICRP 110;
because of this, the MASH and FASH models created in these scenarios are ICRP 110-compliant.
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The Source Card
The source card provides MCNP6 with directions for where to run the particles from, and
in what manner. Every MCNP6 problem has one of four sources: general source (SDEF), surface
source (SSR), criticality source (KCODE), or a user-supplied source. To recreate the scenario in
OLTARIS as close as possible, two sources were supplied to be run in separate trials: to model
galactic cosmic rays, GCR77; and the same LaRC SPE spectrum used in OLTARIS was used in
MCNP6.
Each source was defined to be isotropic. It was set at 510 cm away from the human
phantom's center of mass, on surface #20, and directed inwards towards the phantom (by giving
all particles leaving surface #20 away from the phantom an importance of 0 - essentially stopping
the transport).
Tally Cards
The tally cards are important for what they can supply the user with -- information about
the run itself. With no tallies (counts), there are no results displayed to the user; each run, the user
must specify what quantifiable, countable values are important.
A number of tallies were created for each phantom. It was decided that both dose and
dose equivalent tallies were to be created for each run, for each of the organs in the phantoms.
For both MASH and FASH, this resulted in 54 tallies each.
In converting from dose to dose equivalent, MCNP6 uses NASA's own Q-values, which
are identical to those used in OLTARIS. Also of note, the output of the dose equivalent tally is
created in units of sieverts per hour; each result was multiplied by 0.277777777778 to convert to
units of mSv/day, units used by OLTARIS.
Miscellaneous Cards
Of the remaining cards, the most important is the number of particles chosen to run,
which directly affects the statistical certainty of the tallies' results. For each OLTARIS case, it was
decided in the interests of time and feasibility that 14,000,000,000 source particles should be run - 500,000,000 for every source isotope. If the results are inconclusive, merely allotting more time
per run and increasing the number of particles will increase the statistical robustness of the
comparison (assuming that the geometry and other assumptions are valid).
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Chosen OLTARIS Projects for Replication
It was decided that the simplest geometry possible within OLTARIS - an aluminum
``sphere'' surrounding the human phantom - would be best suited to be modeled by MCNP6 for
these first trials. The reasoning is straightforward - the implementation of MASH and FASH into
MCNP6 was the first of its kind to be attempted, so there were likely to be many sources of error
along the way. Beginning with an uncomplicated geometry, like a spherical shell, simplifies the
creation of the MCNP6 input deck, while still providing meaningful error analyses for OLTARIS.
Future research will be able model other schematics producible within OLTARIS and provide
similar error analysis, once the human phantoms have already been consistently implemented.
For sources, two were chosen: GCR77, an ``average'' galactic cosmic ray source well
analyzed by NASA and a commonly agreed upon ``default'' GCR source; and the LaRC SPE
spectrum, which is similar to the one run on OLTARIS. Analyzing both of these situations, with
simple geometry, should give the range of experience in deep space that are important to any
mission: the long-term damage of GCRs, and the short-term life threatening dangers of SPEs.
For shielding thickness, two were chosen: aluminum spherical shield of 20 g/cm2 and 0.4
g/cm . These thicknesses were chosen because they are the (approximate) thicknesses of
spacecraft walls, and of astronaut spacesuits. Determining the effect of both sources on this
simple geometric thickness will help scientists determine the extent of protection needed for
long-range trips to Mars and beyond.
2

In total, eight scenarios were recreated in MCNP6 from OLTARIS:

Challenges Mimicking OLTARIS in MCNP6

Different Physics: NUCFRG2 vs. CEM-LAQGSM
Perhaps the most insurmountable difference between OLTARIS and MCNP6 is their
varied use of event generators and transport criteria. NUCFRG2 is a deterministic transport code;
CEM-LAQGSM, on the other hand, is probabilistic in nature, and uses many more complicated
steps and approximations to arrive at its output. There are no plans as of March 2015 to upgrade
OLTARIS to be compatible with CEM-LAQGSM, and no plans to make MCNP6 compatible with a
deterministic transport code. Such a pairing would not only be likely impossible, but highly
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impractical and without much merit; one of the strengths of OLTARIS is its computational speed,
which it accomplishes through estimating nuclear interactions through approximations like
NUCFRG2. Any difference in output between these two codes must acknowledge to come from,
at least in part, this separation of basic physical process analyses.
Different Phantoms: MAX vs. MASH, FAX vs. FASH
MASH and FASH are vast improvements over MAX and FAX. One of the most noticeable
differences is the the number of and resolution of the phantoms. With each voxel only 0.001728
cm3 in size, MASH contains almost 42 million voxels; the smaller FASH contains just under 35
millions voxels.
As of March 2015, OLTARIS has yet to be upgraded to be compatible with MASH and
FASH; however, this is an attainable goal should NASA decide to pursue it. Until then, the
difference in phantoms, albeit two phantom generations created by the same researcher, is an
inseparable part of the uncertainty in the comparison of these two codes.
Difference Dimensions: 3 Dimensions vs. 1 Dimension
Another fundamental, unchanging difference between OLTARIS and MCNP6: MCNP6
models particle interactions in a three-dimensional world. OLTARIS analyzes particle interactions,
and makes reasonable approximations regarding its deterministic effects; however, it only
analyzes individual particles along a single one-dimensional ray. This makes MCNP6 and
OLTARIS fundamentally different; it is not merely a ``bug'' that can be fixed later. Acknowledging
this, however, allows the remaining analysis to go on as unencumbered as possible.
Because OLTARIS is a one-dimensional code, and the use of the term ``sphere'' to
describe the chosen shielding is misleading. What OLTARIS actually does is create a material
thickness along the path of each ray -- e.g., a 20.0 g/cm2 aluminum sphere surrounding a human
body would place approximately 7.40 cm of aluminum immediately in front of the human tissue
along the ray's path. OLTARIS then calculates the depth of the particle's path along the ray, using
the slowing-down approximation and others. Because the best description of shielding with the
same thickness from any direction towards the target is a ``sphere,'' this is the scenario modeled
in MCNP6.
Ultimately, some error will always be a part of this imperfect combination of two radiation
transport codes; however, the expected error difference is quantifiable and knowable (in theory),
and therefore the analysis of the recreated OLTARIS code will yield valid insights into the onedimensional transport engine. The following section lays out the results of the study, and
compares the dose equivalent of each organ in MCNP6's eight runs to their OLTARIS
counterpart.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

Male, Suit, GCR

Table 4.1. Daily Organ Dose EQ/WBEDE [mSv]: Male, 0.4 g/cm2 Al Sphere, GCR77
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Figure 4.1. Organ and whole body equivalent doses for male phantoms with 0.4 g/cm2 Al
shielding in a GCR77 environment
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Male, Ship, GCR

Table 4.2. Daily Organ Dose EQ/WBEDE [mSv]: Male, 20.0 g/cm2 Al Sphere, GCR77
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Figure 4.2. Organ and whole body equivalent doses for male phantoms with 20.0 g/cm2 Al
shielding in a GCR77 environment
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Male, Suit, SPE

Table 4.3. Daily Organ Dose EQ/WBEDE [mSv]: Male, 0.4 g/cm2 Al Sphere, SPE Environment
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Figure 4.3. Organ equivalent doses for male phantoms within a LaRC August 1972 SPE
environment (0.4 g/cm2 Al shielding)
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Male, Ship, SPE

Table 4.4. Daily Organ Dose EQ/WBEDE [mSv]: Male, 20.0 g/cm2 Al Sphere, SPE Environment
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Figure 4.4. Organ equivalent doses for male phantoms within a LaRC August 1972 SPE
environment (20.0 g/cm2 Al shielding)
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Female, Suit, SPE

Table 4.5. Daily Organ Dose EQ/WBEDE [mSv]: Female, 0.4 g/cm2 Al Sphere, SPE Environment
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Figure 4.5. Organ equivalent doses for female phantoms within a LaRC August 1972 SPE
environment, (0.4 g/cm2 Al shielding)
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Female, Ship, SPE

Table 4.6. Daily Organ Dose EQ/WBEDE [mSv]: Female, 20.0 g/cm2 Al Sphere, SPE Environment
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Figure 4.6. Organ equivalent doses for female phantoms within a LaRC August 1972 SPE
environment, (20.0 g/cm2 Al shielding)
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION

Some irregularities in the data must be addressed before it is interpreted:
•
•

•

The Cortical Bone and Spongiosa Bone cells in MCNP6 were compared with OLTARIS
dose over the entire bone structure.
The retina dose calculated in OLTARIS was compared to the entire eye in MCNP6 - the
size of the retina versus the eye is close enough to unity that, although there will be
theoretical discrepancies in their calculated dose equivalent, the difference is not likely to
be the most significant contribution to error.
With the same reasoning, the hippocampus calculation from OLTARIS was excluded from
comparison with the brain in MCNP6: no hippocampus cells were explicitly defined in
MASH or FASH, and the volume the brain greatly exceeds the hippocampus alone,
significantly skewing the comparison.

Overview
A common trait among all six scenarios sampled by MCNP6 is the consistent
underestimation of organ dose equivalent and whole body effective dose
equivalent by OLTARIS. Looking at Figure 5.1, the majority of organs had between 30% and
60% errors (treating MCNP6 as the validation data).

Figure 5.1. The diversity of percent error of the OLTARIS organ and body calculations vs. MCNP6
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Male Phantoms

Figure 5.2. Percent error of each organ across all male phantoms
Across all male runs, the lungs and the trachea are the two organs that had relatively low
percent errors regardless of shielding or radiation environment.
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Female Phantoms

Figure 5.3. Percent error of each organ across all female phantoms
For both female runs, the lens of the eye, the lungs, the small intestine and the eyes are
the four organs that had the lowest average percent error, regardless of shielding. Future
research will have to determine what effect the radiation environment has on this data.
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SPE Environments

Figure 5.4. Percent error of each organ within the SPE environment
For every SPE run, the bladder, heart, small intestine, and uterus (for the female
phantoms) had the lowest average percent error, regardless of phantom gender or shielding.
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GCR Environments

Figure 5.5. Percent error of each organ within the GCR environment
For both GCR runs, the lungs and the trachea are two organs that had relatively low
percent errors, regardless of the shielding. Future research will determine if the choice of
phantom has any effect on the organ data.
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Thin Shielding

Figure 5.6. Percent error of each organ with thin shielding
For all three thin shield runs, the only organ with a consistently low percent error was the
lung. The salivary glands for the male phantoms had a very low percent error, but not for the
female phantom. Future research will have to confirm if this is the radiation environment or some
other cause.
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Thick Shielding

Figure 5.7. Percent error of each organ with thick shielding
For all three thick shield runs, there were no organs with a consistently low percent error
across all runs. The bladder, lungs, heart, small intestine and thymus were low in error for the SPE
runs, but not the GCR run; this seems to suggest that it is the radiation environment causing the
most error for these particular organs.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

The combination of a Monte Carlo transport code capable of transporting the exotic
particles found in space radiation with a fully-realized, voxelized human phantom, is a unique
aspect of this project. Future research will expand this new capability to validate other scenarios
in OLTARIS, and eventually surpass the particles transported. MCNP6 can now be used as a
thorough estimate of radiation dose on a voxelized phantom, as long as the spacecraft is
appropriately integrated into MCNP6.
The data discussed in Chapter 5 points to a number of interesting conclusions; there are
certain environments that seem to be more favorable to accurate measurements than others
(e.g., SPEs over GCRs), and certain organs are less susceptible to large errors depending on the
phantom, environment, and shielding used. However, the large and nearly uniform systemic
bias within the OLTARIS code is between 30% and 50% underestimation.
Since the particles transported in both codes were chosen to be identical, the remaining
possible sources of systemic error from are:
•
•
•

the discrepancy between MASH/FASH and the outdated phantoms MAX/FAX;
the deterministic NUCFRG2 transport code in OLTARIS, versus the probabilistic CEM and
LAQGSM event generators; and
the approximations used in the one-dimension ``ray-tracing'' transport, versus the fully
three-dimensional transport occurring in MCNP6.

The simplest of these to eliminate, ostensibly, is the upgrading of MAX and FAX in
OLTARIS to the more complete MASH and FASH phantoms. The other two, however, are less
simple to change, and it would be hard to untangle the proportions of error from one of these
approximations compared to the other. Researchers will have to weigh the difficulty and
feasibility of replacing or changing either of these approximations, more so than the update of
phantoms.
Note, however, that the goal is not the overhaul of OLTARIS; those approximations and
sources of error are the very reason OLTARIS is preferred over MCNP6: for quick particle
transport! To this end, the paper has succeeded in identifying the magnitude of error resulting
from these three approximations. Future research will help shed light on how these
approximations each specifically create these errors, and then an appropriate understanding of
the limitations and estimations of OLTARIS can be generalized for all researchers who use the
code.
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APPENDIX A
MASH and FASH Cells
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